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ABSTRACT  34 

Performance changes dramatically both across (eccentricity) and around (polar angle) 35 

the visual field. All neurophysiological and virtually all behavioral studies of cortical 36 

magnification investigate eccentricity effects without considering polar angle. But, does 37 

cortical magnification underlie differences around the visual field? We magnified 38 

stimulus size according to eccentricity and polar angle to equate their cortical 39 

representation. We found that magnifying the stimulus eliminates differences across       40 

–but not around– the visual field. 41 

 42 

 43 

MAIN  44 

Contrast sensitivity, a fundamental visual capability, declines across eccentricity1 and varies 45 

with polar angle: sensitivity is higher along the horizontal than vertical meridian –Horizontal-46 

Vertical Anisotropy (HVA)– and along the lower than upper vertical meridian –Vertical Meridian 47 

Asymmetry (VMA)2-7. Cortical magnification, the linear extent of cortex corresponding to one 48 

degree of visual angle (mm/°), declines with eccentricity8 and links behavior to brain structure9-12 49 

(‘Quantitative’ hypothesis). We magnified stimulus size according to striate-cortical neural 50 

density to equate the cortical area for stimuli at different visual field locations13. This M-scaling 51 

procedure eliminates the eccentricity effect on performance for many tasks14 (e.g., contrast 52 

sensitivity and acuity; Figure 1A). Here, we assessed whether cortical magnification underlies 53 

polar angle asymmetries in contrast sensitivity (Figure 1B).  54 

 55 

  56 

 Figure 1. Schematic predictions of contrast sensitivity 57 
functions (CSFs). (A) CSFs decline between the 58 
parafovea (2°) and perifovea (6°) for fixed-sized 59 
gratings (top row), but differences at low and medium 60 
SFs diminish after M-scaling13 (bottom row). (B) CSFs 61 
differ among the horizontal meridian (HM), lower 62 
vertical meridian (LVM) and upper vertical meridian 63 
(UVM) for fixed-sized stimuli (top row). If polar angle 64 
asymmetries derive from differences in neural density 65 
among locations, M-scaling will diminish them 66 
(‘Quantitative’ hypothesis). Alternatively, if the 67 
asymmetries derive from qualitatively different neural 68 
image-processing capabilities among locations, then 69 
M-scaling will not eliminate them (‘Qualitative’ 70 
hypothesis). 71 
 72 
  73 

 74 
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The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) characterizes stimulus visibility1. We measured human 75 

CSFs within the parafovea (2°) and perifovea (6°) at three polar angles: the horizontal meridian 76 

(HM), lower vertical meridian (LVM) and upper vertical meridian (UVM). While maintaining 77 

fixation, observers reported the orientation of a target grating for which contrast and spatial 78 

frequency (SF) varied on each trial (Figure 2A). We magnified perifoveal gratings following 79 

anisotropic M-scaling13 to equate their cortical representation with parafoveal gratings (HM: 80 

7.08°; LVM: 7.68°; UVM: 7.70°) and compare how CSFs changed after M-scaling.   81 
 82 

Figure 2. A psychophysical procedure to 83 
measure and a parametric model to 84 
characterize CSFs. (A) An example trial 85 
sequence for the orientation discrimination 86 
task. Each trial began with a fixation period, 87 
after which a cue indicated the onset of four 88 
gratings. The dashed circles illustrate the 89 
location and size of the grating stimuli; they did 90 
not appear during the experiment. Gratings 91 
appeared in the parafovea and perifovea, 92 
separately along the horizontal (HM) or vertical 93 
meridian (VM) or were M-scaled and presented 94 
simultaneously at each meridional location in 95 
the perifovea (M-scale). A response cue 96 
indicated which grating observers should 97 
report. By withholding the target location until 98 
response cue onset, we encouraged observers 99 
to maintain fixation throughout the trial. The 100 
colored circles indicate the perifoveal locations 101 
we compared to assess the impact of M-102 
scaling on polar angle asymmetries: Green - 103 
HM, Blue - LVM, Red - UVM. (B) Parametric 104 
contrast sensitivity model. Grating contrast 105 
varied throughout the experiment following 106 
independent titration procedures for each 107 
eccentricity and polar angle location. Gray 108 
circles indicate incorrect responses for a given 109 
trial. A model composed of Contrast Response 110 
Functions (CRF) and CSFs constrained the 111 
relation between trial-wise performance, SF, 112 
eccentricity and polar angle. The diagonal 113 
green lines depict the connection between 114 
contrast thresholds from individual CRFs to 115 
contrast sensitivity on the CSF for the HM; 116 
contrast sensitivity is the inverse of contrast 117 
threshold. The colored dots in each CRF and 118 
CSF depict a representative observer’s task 119 
performance and contrast sensitivity, 120 
determined directly from the titration 121 
procedures. The colored lines depict the best-122 
fitting model estimates. We derived key 123 
attributes of the CSF – peak contrast sensitivity 124 
(peak-CS) and the acuity limit (cutoff-SF) –from 125 
the fitted parametric model. 126 
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We characterized observers’ CSFs for the HM, VM and after M-scaling (Figure 2A) using a 127 

parametric contrast sensitivity model (Figure 2B, see Online Methods). We used model 128 

comparisons among nine CSF functional forms15-17 to assess differences across eccentricity and 129 

polar angle for fixed-size gratings (Supplementary Figure 1). We extracted key CSF 130 

attributes–the peak contrast sensitivity (peak-CS) and acuity limit (cutoff-SF)–to characterize 131 

how contrast sensitivity changes with eccentricity, polar angle and M-scaling. 132 

 133 

Contrast sensitivity peaked at a given SF and declined more rapidly for higher than lower SFs. 134 

We averaged CSFs across polar angle to isolate the eccentricity effect at 2°, 6° and after M-135 

scaling perifoveal CSFs (6°M-scale; Figure 3A). CSFs fell with eccentricity but less so after M-136 

scaling. The eccentricity effect for fixed-size gratings, quantified as the percent change in 137 

contrast sensitivity for 2°, 6° and 6°M-scale, grew from ~30% to 120% across SF (Figure 3B).  138 

 139 

After M-scaling, the eccentricity effect became negative for SFs <2 cpd: higher contrast 140 

sensitivity at 6°M-scale than 2° (Figure 3B). A repeated-measures ANOVA (SF: 0.5-11cpd; 141 

stimulus size: fixed vs M-scaled) showed that M-scaling diminished the eccentricity effect 142 

differentially across SF (interaction: F(7,63)=61.13, p<0.001, ηG
2=0.872). Post hoc t-tests 143 

revealed significant reductions for all (p<0.01) but the two highest SFs (Supplementary Table 144 

1), which reached the acuity limit. Thus, consistent with9,14,18, M-scaling slightly reversed typical 145 

eccentricity effects for low SFs and reduced them for medium SFs (Supplementary Figure 2). 146 

 147 

The HVA was pronounced at 2°, 6° and 6°M-scale (Figure 3C). We quantified the HVA extent as 148 

the percent change in contrast sensitivity between the HM and VM (averaged LVM and UVM); 149 

positive values indicate higher sensitivity for the HM than VM. At 2° and 6°, the HVA extent 150 

increased from 20% to 120% across SF. Remarkably, this extent matched the eccentricity effect 151 

at high SFs. Thus, contrast sensitivity differences between the HM and VM at a fixed 152 

eccentricity were as pronounced as tripling stimulus eccentricity from 2° to 6°.  153 

 154 

The HVA remained after M-scaling (Figure 3D). A two-way ANOVA compared its extent at the 155 

perifovea before and after M-scaling. Stimulus M-scaling reduced the HVA extent as a function 156 

of SF (interaction: F(7,63)=7.32, p=0.0035, ηG
2=0.449). For all but one SF (8 cpd: p=0.021, 95% 157 

CI=[1.26 57.37], d=0.75), M-scaling did not affect the HVA (p>.05). This finding supports the 158 

‘Qualitative’ hypothesis–polar angle asymmetries do not derive from differences in the number 159 
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of neurons stimulated at each location but instead emerge from qualitatively different image-160 

processing capabilities across polar angle (Figure 1B). 161 

 162 

 163 

Figure 3. M-scaling diminishes the eccentricity effect, but neither the HVA nor the VMA. (A) CSFs 164 
averaged across polar angles for fixed-size gratings at 2° and 6°, as well as for M-scaled gratings at 6°. 165 
(B) Eccentricity effects are quantified as the percent change in contrast sensitivity between 2°and 6° as 166 
well as between 2° and 6°M-scale. Positive values indicate higher contrast sensitivity at 2° than 6°. Negative 167 
values indicate a reversal: higher contrast sensitivity at 6° than 2°. (C) CSFs for the HM compared to the 168 
average CSF across the LVM and UVM. (D) The percent change between horizontal and vertical 169 
meridians at 2° (left) and the percentage change between meridians for 6° and 6°M-scale (right). Values 170 
above 0% indicate higher sensitivity for the HM than VM. (E) CSFs for the LVM and UVM. (F) The percent 171 
change between LVM and UVM following the conventions in D (with a truncated y-axis); positive values 172 
indicate higher sensitivity for the LVM than UVM. All dots correspond to the group-average contrast 173 
sensitivity and percent change in contrast sensitivity, as estimated from the titration procedures. All lines 174 
correspond to the group-average fit of the parametric contrast sensitivity model. Error bars and shaded 175 
areas denote bootstrapped 68% confidence intervals. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. 176 
 177 

 178 

The VMA emerged at 2°, 6° and 6°M-scale (Figure 3E). We quantified the VMA extent as the 179 

percent change in contrast sensitivity between the LVM and UVM (Figure 3F). For fixed-size 180 

and M-scaled gratings, the VMA extent reached a maximum of 40% at 1 cpd in the parafovea 181 
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and 8 cpd in the perifovea. The VMA had only been characterized at eccentricities >2°2-4,6,7. This 182 

near-foveal location reveals that the SF at which the VMA peaks depends on eccentricity.  183 

 184 

M-scaling did not affect the VMA (Figure 3F). A two-way ANOVA found a main effect of SF 185 

(F(7,63)=10.16, p<0.001, ηG
2=0.53) due to an increasing perifoveal VMA extent across SF. We 186 

found neither a main effect of stimulus size nor an interaction effect (p>0.1), indicating no 187 

difference in VMA extent before and after M-scaling. This finding further supports the 188 

‘Qualitative’ hypothesis for polar angle asymmetries. 189 

 190 

Key CSF attributes–peak-CS and cutoff-SF–displayed changes consonant with eccentricity 191 

effects and polar angle asymmetries (Figure 4), but peak-SF and SF-bandwidth did not 192 

(Supplementary Figure 3). We assessed each attribute with separate repeated-measures 193 

ANOVAs for the HVA and VMA across eccentricity and polar angle.  194 

 195 

The HVA emerged in the peak-CS only in the perifovea (interaction: F(2,18)=18.33, p<0.001, 196 

ηG
2=0.671; Figure 4A). Peak-CS fell between 2° and 6° (HVA: p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.404 0.555], 197 

d=4.52; VMA: p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.513 0.651], d=6.039), increased in the perifovea after M-198 

scaling (HVA: p<0.001, 95% CI=[-0.639 -0.483], d=-5.14; VMA: p<0.001, 95% CI=[-0.681 -199 

0.562], d=-7.50) and did not differ between 2° and 6°M-scale (p>0.1). Importantly, differences 200 

between HM and VM only emerged at 6° (p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.153 0.318], d=2.04) and 6°M-scale 201 

(p<0.01, 95% CI=[0.054 0.175], d=1.35). In contrast, the VMA emerged at 2°, 6° and 6°M-scale 202 

(polar angle main effect: F(1,9)=8.65, p<0.02, ηG
2=0.490; Figure 4B). These findings show that 203 

the HVA and VMA emerged in peak-CS, but the HVA only in the perifovea whereas the VMA at 204 

both eccentricities. Moreover, although M-scaling matched the peak-CS between the parafovea 205 

and perifovea, it did not equate contrast sensitivity around polar angle. 206 

 207 

The HVA and VMA also emerged in the cutoff-SF, consistent with19,20. M-scaling reduced the 208 

HVA extent (interaction: F(2,18)=19.20, p<0.001, ηG
2=0.681; Figure 4C). The cutoff-SF 209 

decreased between HM and VM at 2° (p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.227 0.403], d=2.56), 6° (p<0.001, 210 

95% CI=[0.231 0.324], d=4.24) and slightly less so at 6°M-scale (p=0.0326, 95% CI=[0.0251 211 

0.146], d=1.01). Thus, M-scaling did not eliminate either the HVA or the eccentricity effect in the 212 

cutoff-SF; it was smaller at 6° (p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.318 0.409], d=5.73) and 6°M-scale (p<0.001, 213 

95% CI=[0.324 0.431], d=5.07) than at 2°.  214 

 215 
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The VMA extent in cutoff-SF only emerged in the perifovea (interaction: F(2,18)=5.26, p=0.029, 216 

ηG
2=0.369; Figure 4D). It decreased between the LVM and UVM at 6° (p=0.0397, 95% 217 

CI=[0.0185 0.121], d=0.972) and 6°M-scale (p=0.0481, 95% CI=[0.0163 0.123], d=0.935). 218 

Therefore, M-scaling did not eliminate either the VMA or the eccentricity effect in cutoff-SF 219 

(2°>6°: p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.297 0.391], d=5.25; 2°>6°M-scale: p<0.001, 95% CI=[0.235 0.291], 220 

d=6.73). But it increased the perifoveal cutoff-SF along the vertical meridian (6°M-scale>6°: 221 

p<0.005, 95% CI=[-0.119 -0.0437], d=-1.54). In short, the HVA in cutoff-SF occurred at both 222 

eccentricities but only in the perifovea for the VMA. Critically, M-scaling did not equate cutoff-SF 223 

among polar angles. 224 

 225 

 226 
 227 
 228 
 229 
 230 
Figure 4. Polar angle asymmetries 231 
emerge in key CSF attributes. (A-B) 232 
Peak contrast sensitivity for the 233 
HVA and VMA, respectively. (C-D) 234 
Cutoff-SF for the HVA and VMA, 235 
respectively. Each bar depicts the 236 
group-average attribute at a given 237 
location and error bars depict 238 
bootstrapped 68% confidence 239 
intervals. Horizontal gray lines 240 
denote significant comparisons of 241 
an ANOVA and of post hoc 242 
comparisons. The vertical lines 243 
displayed on the gray bars depict 244 
the 68% confidence interval for the 245 
differences between eccentricities 246 
or locations. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 247 
***p<0.001. 248 
 249 

 250 

 251 

 252 

Converging neural evidence demonstrates that cortical magnification limits peripheral vision. 253 

The striate-cortical surface area across eccentricity correlates with various perceptual 254 

measures, including acuity10,12, perceived angular size21 and perceived object size11. These 255 

perceptual differences across eccentricity derive from quantitative differences in the number of 256 

neurons for foveal and peripheral eccentricities. Consequently, accounting for cortical 257 

magnification via M-scaling diminishes eccentricity effects but not polar angle asymmetries.  258 
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Optical and retinal factors only partially explain higher sensitivity for the HM than VM (<20%) 259 

and even less for the LVM than UVM (<5%)22. Psychophysical measures of acuity20,23 and 260 

contrast sensitivity6,7 correlate with the >60% more striatal surface area for the HM than VM and 261 

>25% for the LVM than UVM7,23. However, compensating for striate-cortical magnification 262 

around the visual field did not equate contrast sensitivity. These findings further support the 263 

‘Qualitative’ hypothesis (Figure 1B). 264 

 265 

M-scaling did not nullify polar angle asymmetries either across the CSF or its peak-CS and 266 

cutoff-SF. The apparent reduction in the HVA extent at a high SF (8 cpd, Figure 3D) may have 267 

resulted from the low cutoff-SF in the perifoveal VM. The perifoveal cutoff-SF remained at 8 cpd 268 

(Figure 4C) and yielded a noisier measure of the HVA extent. Nonetheless, M-scaling greatly 269 

diminished the eccentricity effect while preserving the HVA and the VMA at low and medium 270 

SFs. 271 

 272 

Using psychophysics to probe the neural substrates of perceptual asymmetries, we show that 273 

structural constraints of cortical magnification do not underlie polar angle asymmetries. By 274 

revealing that cortical magnification limits perception across eccentricity–but not around polar 275 

angle—these findings challenge the M-scaling account of visual perception9-14. 276 

 277 

In conclusion, we show that striking differences around polar angle, which are as pronounced as 278 

tripling eccentricity, remain after M-scaling. These findings challenge the established view that 279 

cortical magnification limits basic visual perception throughout the visual field9-14. Models of 280 

spatial vision linking brain and behavior should account for what constrains basic visual 281 

perception not only across –but also around– the visual field. 282 

 283 

 284 

  285 
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ONLINE METHODS 286 

 287 

Observers 288 

We based our sample size on research on the impact of eccentricity24 and visual performance 289 

fields on contrast sensitivity6 and acuity20. Ten observers with normal or corrected-to-normal 290 

vision participated in three conditions (8 female, aged 21 - 32 years, two authors: M.J and D.T). 291 

All observers provided written informed consent under the University Committee’s protocol on 292 

Activities Involving Human Subjects at New York University. All experimental procedures were 293 

in agreement with the Declaration of Helsinki. All observers, except the authors, were naïve to 294 

the purpose of the study and were paid $12/hour.  295 

 296 

Stimuli 297 

Gratings. Sinusoidal gratings with a SF of 0.5, 1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 8, or 11.3 cycles per degree 298 

(cpd) served as targets. For the HM condition, stimuli appeared along the left and right 299 

horizontal meridian at 2° and 6° eccentricity. Similarly, stimuli appeared at the same 300 

eccentricities but along the upper and lower vertical meridian for the VM condition. During the 301 

HM and VM conditions, a two-dimensional cosine function (4° wide, centered on the grating’s 302 

peak luminance) windowed each grating. For the M-scale condition, gratings appeared at 6° 303 

eccentricity along horizontal and vertical meridians. We scaled their sizes separately for each 304 

polar angle resulting in gratings that subtended 7.68° for the LVM, 7.70° for the UVM and 7.08° 305 

for the HM following the equations in13.  306 

 307 

Specifically, we computed M-scaled sizes as:  308 

 
(1) 

where  corresponds to the magnified size in degrees of visual angle along meridian  at 309 

eccentricity . This M-scaled size equates the cortical representation with that of a grating of size 310 

, which equaled 4°, positioned along the same meridian but at a different eccentricity .  311 

and  correspond to cortical magnification in mm/° along a given meridian  at eccentricity  312 

and  respectively.  313 

 314 

Cortical magnification differed among meridians. For the LVM: 315 

 (2) 
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where  corresponds to cortical magnification at the central fovea, which was set to 7.99 mm/° 316 

and  corresponds to the eccentricity of the stimulus.  317 

 318 

Similarly, for the UVM: 319 

 (3) 

 320 

For the HM, we used the cortical magnification equations for both the Nasal ( ) and Temporal (321 

) meridians: 322 

 (4) 

 (5) 

and computed the M-scaled size at eccentricity  for the HM ( ) using the average among 323 

M-scaled sizes for Nasal ( ) and Temporal meridians ( ): 324 

 (6) 

 325 

Cues. ‘Ready cues’ prepared observers for the onset of the grating stimuli and ‘response cues’ 326 

indicated which grating to report. Response cues comprised a pair of white dots (56 cd/m2) 327 

displaced 3.75° from the vertical or horizontal meridian for target gratings that appeared at those 328 

respective locations. Ready cues comprised the same white dots that appeared at all possible 329 

target locations for the HM and VM conditions.  330 

 331 

Fixation and background. Observers maintained their gaze on a dim, gray fixation cross (17 332 

cd/m2) that subtended 0.35° throughout each trial. All stimuli appeared on a medium gray 333 

background (26 cd/m2).   334 

 335 

Apparatus 336 

We generated visual stimuli on an Apple iMac using MGL25, a set of OpenGL libraries running in 337 

MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and displayed them on a cathode ray tube (CRT) 338 

monitor (1280 x 960; 100 Hz). We gamma-corrected the monitor using a Konica Minolta LS-100 339 

(Tokyo, Japan). Observers sat in a dark and quiet room and viewed the display binocularly with 340 

their heads stabilized by a chin-and-head rest positioned either 57 cm (VM and M-scale 341 

conditions) or 115 cm (HM condition, to display the highest SF tested, 16 cpd). An Eyelink 1000 342 

eye tracker (S.R. Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) monitored monocular eye position at 500 343 

Hz. 344 
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 345 

Behavioral protocol 346 

We instructed observers to maintain fixation. Stimulus presentation was contingent upon fixation 347 

on a central cross for 100 ms, after which the ready cue appeared (60 ms for the dots, 300 ms 348 

for the ‘N’). The cue informed observers of the temporal onset of the target grating but provided 349 

no information about its location. Following an interstimulus interval (ISI; 40 ms for the dots, 100 350 

ms for the ‘N’), four gratings with the same SF appeared for 150 ms. Grating contrast varied in 351 

individual trials, determined by independent adaptive titration procedures for each grating (see 352 

Titration). A 100-ms ISI and the response cue followed the grating presentation. The response 353 

cue indicated which grating observers should report on each trial. Observers performed an 354 

orientation discrimination task. They used the right or left arrow keys on a keyboard to report 355 

whether the cued grating tilted to the right or left of vertical. If the eye blinked or deviated >1° 356 

from fixation, the trial was immediately aborted and rerun at the end of the block. 357 

 358 

We instructed observers to be as accurate as possible without time stress. They received 359 

auditory feedback for incorrect responses on a trial-by-trial basis. Once observers finished a 360 

block, the monitor displayed their overall accuracy (percent correct) as feedback.  361 

 362 

Procedure 363 

Observers performed three conditions: HM, VM and M-scale. For the HM condition, they 364 

completed 1080 trials per location, for the VM condition 1344 per location and for the M-scale 365 

condition 1008 per location. On each trial, we randomly interleaved the target’s orientation, SF, 366 

eccentricity and/or polar angle, and adjusted grating contrast based on task performance (see 367 

Titration). Before the main experimental sessions, observers completed a single block of trials to 368 

familiarize themselves with the stimuli and task.  369 

 370 

Titration 371 

For VM and M-scale conditions, we titrated contrast separately for each combination of SF, 372 

eccentricity and polar angle with best PEST, a maximum likelihood adaptive procedure, using 373 

custom code (https://github.com/michaeljigo/palamedes_wrapper) that ran subroutines 374 

implemented in the Palamedes toolbox26. For HM, we used a 3-down, 1-up weighted 375 

staircase24. Both titration procedures targeted 75% task performance. 376 

 377 

 378 
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Parametric contrast sensitivity model 379 

We fit a parametric model that linked contrast response functions (CRFs) and contrast 380 

sensitivity functions (CSFs) to observers’ binary decisions (CW vs CCW) on individual trials. Our 381 

model includes 1) a logistic function for the CRF, with slope fixed across SF24 and asymptotes 382 

matched to the specifications of the adaptive titration procedure; 2) nine candidate models of 383 

the CSF; 3) six visual field models that specify how contrast sensitivity changes with eccentricity 384 

and polar angle. 385 

 386 

CRF. We characterized the CRF –performance as a function of log10-transformed contrast—387 

using a logistic function (Equation 7) with lower and upper asymptotes ( , ) and 388 

slope ( ) matching the specifications of the adaptive titration procedure, as well as a 389 

log10-transformed contrast threshold ( , Equation 8) that targets 75% discrimination 390 

accuracy ( =0.75) at each SF ( ), eccentricity ( ) and polar angle ( ): 391 

 392 

 
(7) 

 393 

where , which scales the dynamic range of the function. Because contrast 394 

was log10-transformed, adjusting the contrast threshold in Equation 7 yields rigid shifts in 395 

logarithmic contrast. 396 

 397 

In equation 7,  corresponds to a transformation of contrast threshold, which ensures   is 398 

accurately targeted given the constraints of the logistic function’s slope, upper and lower 399 

asymptotes: 400 

   
(8) 

 401 

where  denotes the ratio between the targeted performance level and the dynamic range of 402 

the CRF: . 403 

 404 

CSF. Contrast sensitivity typically peaks at a given SF and declines precipitously for higher SFs 405 

and gradually for lower SFs15-17. We implemented this pattern by constraining the contrast 406 

threshold (  in Equation 8) across SF to adhere to a functional form of the CSF. We 407 
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implemented nine candidate CSF models that each determined contrast sensitivity ( ) as a 408 

function of SF ( ) at each eccentricity ( ) and polar angle ( ) using 3 or 4 parameters (Table 1). 409 

 410 

Table 1. Candidate CSF models. The number of parameters included in each model (n) is 411 

denoted under the corresponding label, along with a brief description and the model equation. 412 

The bolded entry indicates the best-fitting model. 413 

Label 
(n) 

Description Equation 

YQM 
(4) 

Derived from a model 
of contrast 
sensitivity16  

dEXP 
(3) 

Double exponential 
function15 

 

aLP 
(4) 

Asymmetric log 
parabola17 

 

DoG 
(4) 

Difference of 
Gaussians16 

 

LP 
(3) 

Log parabola16 

 

MS 
(4) 

Generalized Gaussian 
with linear function of 
SF16 

 

HmH 
(4) 

Difference of hyperbolic 
secants16 

 

HmG 
(4) 

Hyperbolic secant minus 
a Gaussian16 

 

EmG 
(4) 

Exponential minus a 
Gaussian16 

 

 414 

Visual field models. We implemented six models specifying how CSFs change across 415 

eccentricity and polar angle. For each model, we iteratively fixed the CSF’s parameters to 416 

permit or restrict the impact of eccentricity, HVA and/or VMA on contrast sensitivity 417 

(Supplementary Figure 1). For example, the most permissive model (“Ecc + HVA + VMA”, 418 

Table 2) allowed CSFs to vary freely across eccentricity and polar angle, which yielded 24 419 

parameters for CSF models with four parameters (e.g., YQM model, Table 1; 4 parameters x 2 420 
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eccentricities x 3 polar angles = 24 parameters, Table 2). In contrast, the most restrictive model 421 

(“-Ecc - HVA - VMA”, Table 2) enforced a single CSF at all visual field locations, yielding only 422 

four parameters. A detailed breakdown of the model alternatives is presented in Table 2. We 423 

additionally assessed whether CSFs depended on the pre-cue presented to observers in the 424 

fixed-size conditions and found that they did not.  425 

 426 

Table 2. Models of contrast sensitivity across eccentricity and polar angle. The bolded entry 427 

indicates the best-fitting model. 428 

Model label Description Max number 
of parameters 

Ecc + HVA + VMA CSFs vary across eccentricity and polar angle 24 

Ecc + HVA - VMA CSFs do not vary along the VM 16 

Ecc - HVA + VMA CSFs do not vary along the HM 16 

-Ecc + HVA + VMA CSFs do not vary across eccentricity  12 

Ecc - HVA - VMA CSFs do not vary along the VM and HM 8 

-Ecc - HVA - VMA CSFs are identical at all visual field locations 4 

 429 

Model fitting. Our parametric contrast sensitivity model generates the probability that an 430 

observer will correctly judge a grating’s orientation as a function of contrast, SF and visual field 431 

location (Equation 7). We optimized the model’s parameters via maximum likelihood estimation. 432 

We considered an observer’s task performance at each contrast, SF, eccentricity and polar 433 

angle as independent Bernoulli random variables and minimized the negative log-likelihood for 434 

an observer’s responses using fmincon in the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox. This procedure 435 

maximized the power of our analyses by leveraging each data point (i.e., trial). 436 

 437 

We performed model fitting in two stages to: 1) identify the best-fitting CSF model and 2) 438 

determine the appropriate visual field model. To identify the best CSF model, we fit each CSF 439 

model (Table 1) to each observer’s behavioral responses across all three conditions (HM, VM 440 

and M-scale). For these fits, the CSFs followed the most permissive visual field model (Ecc + 441 

HVA + VMA, Table 2). Model comparisons determined the best-fitting CSF model (see Model 442 

comparisons).  443 

 444 
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After identifying the best CSF model, we determined which visual field model corresponded best 445 

to observers’ contrast sensitivity across eccentricity and polar angle. To this end, we fit each 446 

visual field model (Table 2) to each observer’s responses to fixed-size grating stimuli (HM and 447 

VM conditions) because these stimuli yield robust variations in contrast sensitivity across 448 

eccentricity and polar angle1,6,9,18,24. For these fits, we used the best-fitting CSF model identified 449 

in stage 1.  450 

 451 

Model comparisons 452 

We compared CSF models (Table 1) and visual field models (Table 2). The difference in BIC 453 

values between model variants indexed model performance, with lower values corresponding to 454 

better performance. We calculated BIC values as:  where  denotes the 455 

number of model parameters,  denotes the number of trials, and  corresponds to a model’s 456 

maximized log-likelihood. 457 

 458 

Quantifying the extent of eccentricity effects and polar angle asymmetries 459 

We quantified the impact of changing visual field location (e.g., 2° to 6°) as the percent change 460 

in contrast sensitivity ( ) between one location ( ) and the other ( ), normalized by the 461 

average contrast sensitivity among locations: . 462 

 463 

CSF attributes 464 

We extracted key CSF attributes from the best-fitting model: peak-CS, peak-SF, cutoff-SF and 465 

SF bandwidth. Because not all CSF models in Table 1 have parameters that map onto these 466 

attributes, we evaluated each observer’s best-fitting CSF between 0.25 cpd and 24 cpd. We 467 

defined the peak-CS as the maximum contrast sensitivity of the CSF, the peak-SF as the SF at 468 

which peak-CS occurred, the cutoff-SF as the SF at which contrast sensitivity reached its 469 

minimum value of 1 and the SF bandwidth as the number of octaves spanned at the CSF’s full-470 

width-at-half-maximum. 471 

 472 

Statistical analyses 473 

We used repeated measures ANOVAs followed by paired t-tests for post hoc comparisons. All 474 

post hoc comparisons were Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons. All p-values for 475 

repeated-measures ANOVAs in which the assumption of sphericity was not met were 476 

Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. Each ANOVA assessed how M-scaling affected the extent of 477 
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eccentricity effects and polar angle asymmetries. We used separate ANOVAs to assess how M-478 

scaling affected the perifoveal HVA and VMA. We report effect sizes in terms of generalized eta 479 

squared (ηG
2) for ANOVAs and Cohen’s d for t-tests.  480 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 541 

 542 

 543 

 544 
Supplementary Figure 1. BIC model comparisons for CSF and visual field models. (A) CSF model 545 
comparisons for the nine candidate functional forms of the CSF (Table 1). Low ΔBIC values indicate 546 
superior model performance. Curves under each bar illustrate the best fit of each CSF model to a 547 
representative observer. (B) Visual field model comparisons (Table 2). ‘+’ and ‘-’ under each bar indicate 548 
the components included and excluded, respectively, in each model. For example, ‘+’ for ‘HVA’ indicates 549 
that CSFs could change between the horizontal and vertical meridians whereas a ‘-’ indicates that CSFs 550 
for the horizontal meridian were identical to the lower vertical meridian.  551 
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 552 
 553 
Supplementary Figure 2. Qualitatively similar CSFs between previous reports18 and the current study for 554 
fixed-size and M-scaled grating stimuli. (A) CSFs expressed as a function of retinal SF. For fixed-size 555 
stimuli, CSFs decline with increasing eccentricity at all SFs. After M-scaling, contrast sensitivity for the 556 
farther eccentricity exceeds that of the nearer eccentricity at low SFs. (B) CSFs expressed as a function 557 
of cortical SF. We used equations in18 to determine the SF when projected onto the cortical surface at 558 
each eccentricity, resulting in the cycles per millimeter of striate-cortical surface area. The data for ‘Virsu 559 
& Rovamo, 1979’ depict contrast sensitivity for an individual observer as plotted in Figure 4 of18. We 560 
extracted only the eccentricities most comparable to those tested in the current study. The CSFs 561 
displayed under ‘Current study’ follow the conventions of Figure 3 in the main text.   562 
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 563 
 564 
Supplementary Figure 3. Neither polar angle asymmetries nor eccentricity effects emerge in retinal peak 565 
SF and SF bandwidth. (A-B) Peak SF for the HVA and VMA, respectively. (C-D) SF bandwidth for the 566 
HVA and VMA, respectively. Each bar depicts the group-average attribute at a given meridional location 567 
and error bars depict 68% confidence intervals. A significant interaction emerged in the bandwidth for the 568 
VMA (F(2,18)=5.21, p=0.019, ηG2=0.367). However, none of the post hoc comparisons reached 569 
significance (all p>0.1). No other statistical comparisons were significant.  570 
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Supplementary Table 1. Statistics for post hoc comparisons of eccentricity effect. 571 

SF (cpd) P-value 95% CI Cohen’s d 

0.5 <0.001 [46.80  67.53] 3.95 

1 <0.001 [54.55  67.32] 6.83 

1.4 <0.001 [51.74  65.13] 6.25 

2 <0.001 [43.46  60.92] 4.28 

2.8 <0.001 [30.80  54.90] 2.54 

4 <0.01 [16.60  47.25] 1.49 

8 1 [-5.70  24.45] 0.45 

11 >.1 [-13.91  -0.38] 0.76 

 572 
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